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F3espit the emphasis on er on
, ,

ccountgbility in vocational education,
little is known attout hoitovodattona ators use evaluative.data, the
eitel)tito which they use fhe.Sata,an the-results they obtain frOm the use

.

these data. This,p er:represen n att mpt to dear with the lack of
commentary on the natu e and exten, e evaluative ,data briadministra-,

of. vocation education. Topics distussed include conditio s governing
the use, of evaluative data, the Use of these.data.for state planning and
improvement, ublic relations, The extent of use of these data, and some
observations s the -effectiveness of and problems in the use of evaluative.

'data En "v nal education:
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INTRODUCTION

the emphasis On-evaluation and accountalili y n,,vdcati al education,
is known about bow vocational ducators use'evaluative d a, the-extent

which they use the data,- and the esults they obtain from e use of these

ddta. The term evaluative dato.refe s to the program'resultsp,Sed-to measure
direction and prpgress toward inien d objectives.' Considerable research his
been conducted on approaches to -eva -at ion, data to be obtaineds;',formst and

instruments to be-used, and'procedures to be followed: At the same time-:

very .little has been 'published on theuge4Pf such research by,vocatpnal..'
educators.

T erne maybe .an assumption that research of this:kin =is_ not- needed. Edsal 1,-

73) , -in A Guidfor Loca 'Pro' ram Evaluatioh, sa thai the use lef: evalUd
,

t ion resUltA "Sho d be obVilids"--(p.' 11) . Lamb discdsges a modtfjor-
ealuating vocational education', rograMs on the-basis of job placement :and
lohor market supply and detand: She states, however, that locating available

,fnfOrmatitin,Obtaining,additiOnal intormation,and-analyzing .information
primary. conCerns:_JOYming judgments and making dOcisiOns are omitted irw.41
giscussion2--This_pttern isrepdatedAhroughont AlieliteratUre on eva

CONDITIONSGOV.ERNiNG TIE USE
OF EVALUATIVE DATA

14

The present study is bo ed on three assumptions the use of -aluative

data cannot-be assumed; (2) "use", is an active, not pa slve funct"oh; and
(3) a numbe of interrelated elem(nts govern the use 9 evaidative data.`

Each assump n has an important role in the evalua n proCess.
L

The mption should be se evident. The problem-may be in the send
assumption When the term "use" ken to mean the function...of judgment,

only for 9x ample, finding out which programs are, performing wiz and iljeliff
ones are not, it Weasylo assume that evaluative data will,be used _Wen
evaluative data le'ad_to an understanding of what certain programs are acc
plishiing and allow conclusions to he drawn and judgments to be formed-, the:
data are obviously beneficial.' But aslong_as theiruse:is piassive, nothing.
has really happened. When conclusion4-and judgments6lead tofAction of, some
kind, if only to he incorporated intoAhe planning process, there-is 'evidence,
that maluative data hairy been-put to use.

"Use" in this.: sipseps not a simple response to4thc
data. :Iew vocational educators command total cont-

r'impleMentatton optheir programs. Administrative a
_.prerogatives ofa.-teacher in the elassrooM, are
advice-orapprovar-o4n thess..

a

lui itionof evdluative
over.theldtsign an
legi:Siatpe act`ton,

ly exercised witho
P ,



the use Of undertevaluative data der rcumstances is made increasingly.
difficylt as....suph data encounter the cr iny, and sometimes Oe.hostilitY
of a variety cif inierests. As Dana- (1978) says,. ."iliere is little evidence
that prokrams are dismantled bechuse of unfavorhble evaluatiotis. If anythin%,
evaluators have lamented that demonst6bly'ineffectiye progfqms march 'on
political feet undeterred by. evidence ". 33).

- , ,

.
,

., .
, 11As,Datta also notes,liowever, there,ik;cause of hope 37y. Moreover,-

there 4s 'evidence (17ee,l97N thdt'eValuative,data are eing used by
vocational educators e n though their use is not being:bocumented.
vocational educators ould knowwhy and how td realize greater bene i

,
.

eval atipu.

lability

There--are aquMber of deterr to the use of eraluative data One7
.availhbility:. -Researchers o sn develo0 good eValuation-ss,.and
knowledge of- 'the Vhriety of peliSons could use the data, because

m'temsare implemented' by administrators re'vonsible for the p- tam,

This does not mean that every naluat on report should be publiciz
tributed'indiscriminatelY. Stefenson and- Ord (1973) are right in
thati while.

1

Mere are many uses. for pviluhiion-results;..:this
say-that AlLresults "shbOld immediaixely be madeip

ults are in-house items and should be used to co
.

tions.prior to pubic disc osur .(p. 3)
a

,
,.

.,Using evaluative data improperly in
undersihnding of their implications

.

I,
. -

.
. ,

not to
p. Some
ct situa-

is

have no
ht-sys-

d or dis-
cautrning

the-wrong 4onteXt,or without AdeqUate
islworse than not using them at 'all.

The'avallab lity of evaluative data mdy only require, that they be presented
in a way, that they'ean\be understo°0 by,diverfe groups. Kiefer and
Voelkneyr(1975)-recognized this when they.developedan evaluation of vopa
ional-education spec al needs. rograms in Michigan: 'They commented that

/
const ints i the State Department Of Education necessitated keepinghti
analyses simpl so that they could readily be interpreted, and used by persons
not thjkoukhly wiqiittatiGtical anAlysj.s tethniques. Matta (1978)

L.skalso supports this observa when she cOmmpnts, "Evaluation reposts which
,pre long on meOodologyihnd short"okunqualified conclusl.ons are faifbres for
most policy purposes" (p. 14).: The policy implications for th; use of'
evaluative data in vocational educatiovare soserious-.thg, this fact-mhy be
respdmible for the lack of detailed 1iteratUre on the subje-;* Evaluative
data can easily be,misit'sed.



Rel i abi 1 ty'

A isecorpi condiiOn that goverili the use of evaluative data is their reliabil-
ity''' Researchers usually ;meek this .requirement Ildwevcir,, not' all levaluat ive

data are direct or indirect results of research. There is no _reason tc

assume that xeriable eValuatiye Uta can' only tie obtained through, research.
sqme,-respects,- the reseIrch.Community day be so inhibited b its concern

over 'data perfection that it recluce"the contribution it migla otherwise make
to the development of reasonably reTilia4.1e \data.-g--Venn (1978) commented at.0
recent 'national conference/on measuring thes'oiee'Omes f vocational education:

41;It 'may,' be thatthZ search for ealuati e data, that are nonchante-
able miybecome the search that is unending and could lead to the
cul-do-*c that methodology has often entered;, if we can't measure
if, it isn't significant. -(p. 4

At the same conference, Kibvit. (1910)) pensioned
"highlWreliable:and valid answers': but sugges

... varuable to what We do )now and what cap we
we 'know" (p. 1)

. ,

a lack of d=
eel, "it is,

rezpsonably

1

4

o Provide
verthele'ss,

e from what

Wiable evaluative data in this sense 'are 'not necessarily unimpeachpble.
There cannot be obvious or ,even' susp9,0ted, distortions, bias, or carelessnes
A good example 4s the use of l'bor market, demand data. Admix trators hav
regarde4 most state"and local valuations based on these data to,be without

. merit. Their distrust of the data waS confirmed by Wirtz and ldstekm
(1975), whci stated:

n general.. ,,the estimate_ of both -41 joyment and un

currently being relied on to inktiate tnese'variouS
a state and snallef'"basis and to distribute multi4gi
federal appropriations are simply not reliable. (p..

,

Wirtz and Culdst in have publ shed their candid obseivatiohs the
dat-a for which They once had official' responsibility; the Departmca of,Labor
has' improved it data-generating. techniques, mid-employment 'market qata now-

)
available-t 1 many st rites are'reportedly m ch more reliable. ,:Howemer, voaa-
tionaPeduLators are not likely to accept the flew data with any more
confidencelthan they d'au\ i

the old. . - .

. I {..-

J.-

mploylment

rograms Qn
n do I star'

Credibility

it; ilJty is the third condition affecting the use of 6taluati* datl.
evw (11978) illu its importance by Obseril ng that "Local schools'

with establishtd _v c onal programs- linked. into he community infra-structure
are not going to he' dissuaded from offering a prog simply on the basis of .not
output data slibwin low placement rdtes'in"occumtio ged by an external'
standard to be relaled, to he program" (p. 10). prewds and Katz (1975) have
a I so noted "a Tiscergable, t ndency of vocational 'bdueat ion, professionals to

r ,. -
d i st rust maapoWer Alat a" (p,_3) 1 1

-3-'



There -.are several exaMplps lack of credibility in vocational eddcation
evaluative data on a.nation l scale. Atask.ferce ailpointiOd by HEW Secretary
ElXiott Richardsen in 1971 xamined employment' conditions and the preparation
CiCyouth and adults for employment. "'The report,l1Ork in krieric. (1972), was
based on,'the contributions of-fiftyseven authorsof Commitsiabd paper; and
consultants and was circulated Wi(dely. dhe of its conclusions was that .

,"Vocational education in the high scboolshas.fdijed to'.givestddents useful'
skills or'plaee them in satisfying jobs" (po 134). A broad generaliation:of
this sort is indefensible and subject to loss of credibility'.' Even Secretary
Richardson Could not give'it:his complete endoisement, and vocational educators
were outspOk.dn'in their criticism. .

'Later, the Associate ComMissioner for:Adult,, Vocational, Technical and ManpoWer
Edudation in thii U.S. Office ,of Educdtion appointed his own committee to cri-,
tiqu'e the offensive chapter. The committee foUnd.fifteetimnaCceptable
assumptions -in:thereport and:proceeded,,to make a paragraph-by-paragraph
'analysis of the-content dealing with vocational. education. When they had
finished,. there was little voeational,educaters'could. use in a study that had
taken a year o complete, had'cost a substantial amount of'money, and had been
intended'to hve a major impact on federal policy,

6

Another study two.years later (Wilms, 1974), sponsored by the National Ins
tufeof Education (NIE), reported two major findings. The tirst involved th

.fact.that eight out of ten graduates Of profestional and technicaL-level post
secondary vocational programs aid not get the jobs for which they trained.
The second 'stated that eight,pUt of ten graduates from lower-Jevel programs
got the jobs they trained, for but, with the.exception-of secretaries, barely
earned the federal minimum wage.

. .

In response to these findings, critics noted that Wilms had been careless, in

Magisos, 1976). Wilm: and Mansell (1976) responded to- these criticisms; but
the way he had generared,from data inadequate forlthat purpose (Puce,- 1976;,

n dOng so, appeared to contradict themselves. Wilms'had reported his find-
ings separately and apart from the qualifying clausenOt representagtive of
the entire nation." Failure to admit that the findings were not representative'
destroyed the credibility of Wilms' report for vocational educators. The

.0-01em was not, as he states, the fact that "When studies uncoverridence:
that'contradicts the conventional wisdom,. vested interests often.challenge the
study design and methodology rather-than provide data to the contrary"tp. 22).

.

A morezecent example of lack of credibility in evaluative, data appeared in the
Phi Delta Kappan, Egginton (1978)-, reporting On a,study of'attitudes among
vocational education students, concluded;."It appears that participation in
,vocational education programs.is ineffective in developing a positive self-image
.among theAllost alienated of the subgroups of teenagers" (p. 533). Swanson
(1978) replied to Egginton, noting "yigorou.s reactions from people who con-
sidered Eggintohguillty of poor-scholarship and arelptsriess with the facts...

putting his finger on:the-scale while weighing the evidence" (p, 87),
Swanson considered the report so-'lacking in credibility that it could be dis-
'missed without eresponse: "It is:hardly necessary to reweigh'it her it



t
probably hould have been looked at more criticallybefore being put oh the
scale in the. first place" (p.-87).

-

One way of looking at these 'examples isto
,

assume that, any unfavorable data
would be consideredfiy the vocational ,education'cOmunity as lacking credibil-

. ity, Ypeational educators, like any other established group-, arelNuick to
resent attack and are vigorous, in defending theix efforts and achievements,
but they also recognize their own weaknesses when', presented with supportable
data. Evaluative dat t"which do nomeet.that test are cted.-,

Util

Another condition for the use of evaluative data is utility. Availability
,and'utilitY are closely related. In order to be used, data must be readily
available. If the language is too technical, h6Wever:, they will still not be
'used. When Stevenson and. Ward (1973) made.a study-of information available
to state leaders in conducting evaluations,: they found much of'it
.Their description of the-situation makes an excellent point:

Information theoris refer to error in communications fis
The overall literature ow evaluation is noisy, has wide gaps, is
difficult to'follaW,- is voluminous and contradictory,"an0 -can
leave a reader in a state-Of grustration. It is easy to under .

stand hoW phrases, such as--"raped by rhetoric" and "information
overload "ing " could -be applied to this literature. (p.'2)'

Educational researchers have the responsibility to explain what research data,,
including evaluative data, 'mean to nonresearchers. Research data intended for

.

a general audience have little utility unless presRpted in clear, unmistakable
-and easily understood.Onguage. . Some reports of the National Aavisory Council
on Vocational Education are exampleS of cleat presentations intended for non-

A researchers.

- 2

The importance of utility in evaluative data was the:subject of one of the
sessions in the recent national conference on measuring vocational education
outcomes. -..DreWes (1978) stated that, "Use and ultimate utility of a standard
ized vocational education data system will depend On whether this system is
primarily accounting or decisionoriated" (r. S).. It was generally agreed.
that most existing state repoiting systems are accounting oriented, as is the

,c6rfent'U.S. Office afEducation reporting system upon which most. state systems
--e based. As Drewes points.Outi "The most critical consideration governing

use of standardized data-at the federal level will be-whether:data- are
ly to-ensure compliance or 'to support. improvedjeadership" (p. 7)-

e is in the way they'are'collected, analyzed, and -presentea:
used prithar
The diffekio
Accuuiit ing-orienfed data, reveal only aggregate numbe6, such as enrollments
eXpeaditures, platements; and other measurable aspects or edacatiOn. Deci
oriented data reveal which students and programs, in which locations, and
ninier wha1 circAostatices perform better, than others. These data have no
utility for adMinistrativedecisi4s.



'COnBiStenCy,

e -final condition ,loverning:thd us'e 'evalya life data is consist RcY'''
is probably the_most.ipportaiLand the most frequently ignored

characteristic of data Consistency . means trot data must with
all other.governing factors; such as legal rquirements, established policy,
relevant advisory. Tommittee recolmendations, and,even with the views of key
individuals." This does not mean that evaluative A'ata must be distorted or
biased or edited to..agree with established policy. It means that.evaluative
data'must be ,collected, andlyzed, inteitpreted, and made-available within the
-boundaries of posible action. -

,

A difficult situation in'this respect has been created- the.state planning
requirements of the 1976 federal legislatien. Each state plan must:

Set out explicitly the goalS. the State will seek to achieve .in

terms of the courses and other, training, Opo'rtunities to be offered,
.:the allocations of responsibilityafor the' offering of those

courses and training opportunities among the vpriouS levels of
.education and among the various-institutions Of the State, and the
allegations of all local, State, and%Federal financial resources
availablg in the State amo these courses and training opportu-'
nities, levels of edUcation and institutions within the .State.
(P. l,. 94-482', Sec. 122)

It would'be easy to assume that the flow ofevaluative data to 'the-State
agencSrrin this kind -of detail wouleehable the planners to hake simple
decisions on program offerings and financial resources. However, local' I

School districts, not states, usually decide what courses to offer and how
to distribute Their resources: As Drewes. (1978) points out,'"Although-ihe
$tates have constitutional authority for edueatibn, they have in effect dele-
gate ?heir authority to,the local level" (p. 8). Evaluative data, in order
to b consistept with the legal and practical aspects of planning, must

,6e 'directed OBard local schools as well as state andAdekal offic'e. This
is especially true since the resources which support the system are controlled
more'often at the local level. than at the state level. -Dftwes states that,
"because of state law,(State Board of Education ToliCies, and 'the relationship
of vocational educatitn to keneral

y

education, .cflucation, there is relatiVely little dis
_cretionary authorit ever,the flow of Federal and-State funds to the locals"

(p- 9)
. _ .. , ,
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-USES OP-EVALOATIVE DATA BY VOCATrONALIDUCATORS

The potential us'e' ofdataiathered should be a consideration. in the manner in

which thy aro obtained and the analyses and interpretations made. There is

.no-feedback -on whether some evaluative data aremore useful than others. The

production of evaluative data becomes' an ongoihglinear activity withdut

benefit of its own. product evaluation.-

Voca;ional educators use evaluative data in determining policy, establishing

goh*K'and objectives, deVeloping plans and planning detail, taking adminis-

trative action, allocating and re-allocating funds, obtaining additional

funds, adding or drepping courses and programs, changing curricula, changing

enrollment and completion requirements, and public relations All except the

last,activity are recognized as legitimate actions supported by evaluative

data.

Public Relations

Public relations however, can also be an important and entirely proper us,e of

evaluative data. If such data show, for example, that Certain prograMs are

performing well and their'COntinuation depends on public support,;what better

use of the data-Could be made than to help obtain that support? On the con-.

teary, if a progtam is politically entrenched'and not performing well, evalu-.

ative data can be used to inform the public in order to change the situation.

Admittedly, most Public relations based on evaluative data can -be expected to

support existing programs rather than to undermine them.

Reseatchors and evatluOtiOn specialists need to understand the value voca-

tional educators place on evaluative data for public relations purposeS so

that data Can be. used for this purpose without being easily misrepresented.

Neither the Wilms nor the .EggintoR:stilic*c.ited earlier may have been intended

to destroy public confidence in vocae*ional education, but in 'eaeh,case, the

presentation of the data made the studies vulnerable to misrepresentation.

'Some of the best examples_of the uses of evaluative data, especially for

TOblic relations, are reported in Volume V of the Project Baseline series

(Lee, 1976). When recipients of the previous year's report (Lee, ,1975) were

asked how the data were used, some of the responses were as foflows: '

'-Much of the data that the National Advisory Council on Vocational

Education has used in publications and testimony could be traced

directly to.your reports....Quite freqUently this information has

been :sent to people who call the American. Vocation Association

Office for information about vocational education programs.:..

Work done by Project Baseline has brought us a long way down the



road to gaining national. perspective of vocational education while
glving the states some- basis-for toMparison....We (State agencies)
'have used the reports in drawing up gbals.andt.missiona and for the
Division when preparing budgeflrequesti. (pp.:94-10Y

State Planning

Some of the uses, of the Baseline data. oted were actions, not just knowledge.
These actions included pUblic relations, legislative testimony, and proposal
writing for proj-ect funding. In most cases the action is implied, net stated.

The most frequently stated action of the Baseline data Was planning and pre-
paring state plans. The actual Use of evalUative data in state, planning
presumably. would be in the allocation oCresources and" concentration of effort
on the basis of what the data show, as for example, existing strengths and
weaknesses, gaps and opportunities, and supply and demand. O'Reilly (1975)
found"thot that is theWay State'agency personnel tentto describe the plan-
ning process:

The general procedure followed in writing the State plan consists
of three major steps. The statistical do a necessary for,evalu-
ating accomplishments, identifying nee6,and establishing goals
and objectives, are gathered. The goals, objectives, and accom
plishments of the previous,yearare reviewed. The goals and
objecti4s for the coming year are established, and a. State. plan
is written. The exact manner and sequence in which 'these steps
are completed varies from State to Stole, and many States have
elaborated on the basic procedure. (p. 11) '

Only those who, have the responsibility for planning in each of the states can_'
verify the process. Little has been written on the subject of the use of
evaluative data. According to Lawrence and Dane (1974), "An examination of
the literature reveals that while there are: nnumerable articles describing
the development of planning systems, the pilot testing of planning systems,
and the availability of planning systems, "there is a serious shortage of
information on how planning is actually working in,situ" (p. 4). They comment
that "planning in operation may be so detailed that it is not easily described."
Stittier (in O'Reilly, 1975) comments further that: ,

Planning,is not a One-shot deal which occurs in a vacuum, performed
by individuals divorced from where the action is...:The process
is completely immersed into all operational aspects of the occu-

.
patioxial education program at all leVels--federal, state, and
local....In the field of occupational education, which operates
within the educational structure with its parameters determined
by'forces, agencies and institutions outside of the educational
structure, you have an extremely.coMplex and constantly changing
arena. (p. 5)
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EXTENT. TO WHICH VOCATIOUAL EDUCATORS USE EVALUATIVE DATA

The Government Accounting Office (GAO) document, Report to the Congress:
What Is the Role of Federal Assistance for Vocational Edlication? (1974),
implied that a were failing to carry out their planning requirements in
good 'faith, It may have been les1 a matter of good faith than legal and
practical limitations on what State agencies are able to accomplish. Drewes
(1978) states tha.t "relatively few states are in a position, nor would they
wish to impose_ the state will on the locals" (p.J3).

There is even lesA available knowledge about how and to what extent evalu-
ative data are used in local vocational education planning. AgnM;.,Prewes
(1978) doubts that much real planning takes place on the basis of'eValuative
dath:

Decisions at. the local level are- frequently constrained by. scarce
resources. Since state monies tend to flow according to enroll-
ment statistics, administrhtors are reluctant to drop courses 1
that are popular and hence paying their way....Educational resourc
are frequently not easily transformed into other uses. Staff,
equipment, and facilities, once acquired to support particular
program offerings, are not easily shifted to accommodate newly
emerging demands. The scarcity and frequently limited substitut-
ability of resources, tends to restrict the discretion of local
decision makers and thereby reduce tlie-utility of data to con-
tribute to improved program planning, (pp. 9-10)

,Sources of Information

Despite lack of a systematic body of literature on the use-of evaluative
.lata,,therc.,- are sources where this kind of information should be available.
Systematic analyses of state plans over a period of several years will give
some indication of the kinds of evaluatiVe data consulted, and more importantly,
the instances when program changes followed. directions indicated by the data.
Studies of this kind at both state and local levels can he useful in deter-
mining/which investments in evaluation Justify their cosh:.

Another sour - of information on the use of evaluative data is the group of
planners and administrators in each state who manage programs and resources.
O'Reilly (1915) asked state planners about the kinds and sources of.data used
in writing the state plan.. He found that thirty-eight states used their
vocational education statistical data in the planning process. Only twenty-
nine were using their State Employment Service data. Fourteen were using
_additional data from the U.S. Department of Labor, usually the Bureau of, Labor
Statistics. Only eight professed to using data from their state departmerits
of economic and business development.



Most of the data listed above are not evaluative .data, and no inference is to
be made fr.= them regarding the extent te-which:evaluative data'are being
Osed:by state vocational` education planners. They simply illustrate that
state administrators and planners are a good source of information on the use
of evaluative data.4r &As a source they have limitations, howevdr.. O'Reilly
(1975) was-unable to 'find out the extent' to Whichusing any of the data,
including evaluative data, t, meothat changes were made in programs and the
allocation of resources, or itthe results: "It is imposSible to determine in
a comprehensive manner the effect of State PlAnnihg,uponprograms, expenditures,

and.program results" (p.

Local-school administrators-should be anigyen'.better source of information-
on the influence -of evaluative data on planning or management than state

.

plans and state personnel. They could clarify whether changes am- carried
out as planned and directed at the state level, or whether, as Drewes (1978)

insists, they have more authority than the state agency.

Other sources to-be-used with caution are reports of state and local evalua-
tive systems such as PRIDE in Ohio, the.Minnesota follow -up, the Employment/
Enrollment Forecasting Guide in Washington State,,OTIS.in.Oklahema, and

others. The originators and directors of systems like those probably know
how and to'what extent the data they provide are used. They may, hove

lack documentation to support what they say. In this case questions

asked of the person who created or operates the system. Pride of authOrship

or ownership is powerful incentive for these' indiViduals to err on the ,side,

of overstatement. Such project directors- represent a source worth exploring,.

but not without collaborative evidence.

Although it may be difficult: to assess the use of evaluative data by voca-
tional educators, these data do seem to be used by Congress and many state
legislatures. A former staff member of the Senate Education Subcommittee
told the Baseline staff, "In perusing the reports, I came across statistics
which indicated that the states were not using vocational education funds in
accord with the law. with the information that_my-colleagues in the
House l6d gathered, thisresUlted in the GAO study and rep- rt on vocational

ion which later evolved into legislative action" (Le 975, .1). 961.

Inferences

Some, knowledge of the use of evaluative data by vocational educators could be
obtaiped,:by inference from two developmentS for:Which data are available.

are re:taking place-in many of the, states, and the nature of the changes

Muy be retated.to evaluative data. In eight states, for example, the number
of vocational students who are disadvantaged increased between 1971 and 1976
by 25.5; 18.7,. 9.7, 8.1, 8.1, 7,9,-7.8, and 7.7 percentage points while
nationally the percentage declined almost one percentage point (Status of
Vocational Education, School Year 197571976, p. 176). Seven states more than

doubled their Vocational eAucation enrollments pe1,000 population during:the

-10-
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same period compared, to, a national increase of. 39 percent ( Evalu

ative data which suggested the need to achieve such increases ,were available

in those states each-year: Whether or not there was a direct cause and
effect rclationship.is only speculation, but could be determined through
further ingulry.

In various states, ubstantial increases can be identified in the numbp s
handicapped persons served, by vocational education, the.- number of female in

male-dominated programs, the percentages of post-Secondary and adult
enrollments in the annual totals, and shifts in enrollment percentages from

one occupational area to another.- bleach case, evaluativdata were
available calling

may

actions. which could have produced tikse results. The

evaluative data may have been the principal cause of such actions, or they
may have been only incidental, or they may not have been known by those re-
sponsible.for the actions. There is also the possibility that no overt,
actions were taken-and that the changes occurred simply as a result of
circumstances over which no one exercised appreciable control.

Obviously, inferences arc a risky way to assess the ext nt to-which evaluative

data aroused by vocational tiducator4. The second kevel ymelit for which data

are available- and from which inferences maybe made is e lenles satisfactory

than individual-state performances, On the basis of thejsame performance

data, there was virtually no improvement between 1971 and, 1976 in the per-

cent of handicapped or,disadvantaged students enrolled, -alnd very -little in

nontraditional enrollments. Little change occurred in overall enrollment

and expenditure pat erns in :vocational education (Status of-Vocational

Education, Schocil 'tear 1975-1976, pp. 158-207). The inference is that 1

evaluative data were being used very little, although.this tonclusien con-

flict,s with'the inference from individual state performances.

The answer may he tl-yt in different evaluative data are b Ing used,

but in selective way, so that some states show progress in one irec ion

and others in different directions. it is more likely, however, that

evaluative data are nlot being used at all in some states, and only partially

in others. In any eiNe, changes that arc evident from individupl state data

tend to balance out nationally, which means that improved performance in one

state has been offset by regression in another. Vocational educators may

have evaluative data which they are unable to use because they lack the

resources to do so. This is what needs to he known. If evaluative data

have not been used, researchers should investigate the, reasons for this.

EFFECTIVENESS IN THE USE OE EVALUATIVE DATA

Only where extent of use of evaluative data is known can the effectiveness

of these data he examined. This is the ultimate test of the worth of

etraluation.. Unfortunately, it is a step that depends on finding out hoW and

to what extent vocational educators are using evaluative data.



The sources of this knowledge are:lecalvstate, and national evaluative data.
The process, is cyclical,' beginning with the collection'of evaluative data
abbut program perTokmance. Lawrence and Dane (1974). developed a prototype
of vocational' education Plarining'and suggested the following:

There is'a cyclicalTrocess operating in which the actions of
'planers . influence those circumstances toward which planning is
directed, and the effects of planning:are,continually being,
reintroduced to the.planner as environmental changesifor him to
take into account in next-planning cycle. The crux of this
theoretical position rests in the view of the planning process
as dynamic and antinual, and it implies the heedfor a regular
flow of information.between theTlanning system and its associated
environment. (p. 8)

Lawrence and Dane used a national. conference to develop their plannini model,
This might constitute an appropriate means of develping a research model
for assessing the use and effectjveness of evaluati* data. The present,
report is a review of knowledge about current practices,suggesTink omissions
in the research. The work to he done would benefit from the input of evalua-,
tion specialists, administrators, planners, and researchers. In the meantime_
vocational education evaluators and producers of evaluative data may want to
-make initial inquiries into the best means of assessing the effectiveness 'of
the 'use of evaluative- data._

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT CURRENTIEVALUATIVE DATA'

'The most extensive evaluative data for use by .vocational educators are
produced by state and local' management information systems (MISs). These
usually include what the states.are*required to collect for the U.S Office

of Education. They do-have some value, even though they are compliance
oriented and have limitations affecting their reliability and utilization.
They do provide a fairly reliable count of students enrolled by occupational
program, which can be examined each year. They contairisomewhat less reliable,
but nevertheless useful; placement data. They include aggregate breakouts by
sex, handicapped, disadvantaged, and ethnic minorities, as well as expendi-
ture data which arc quiteaccurate as far as federal and state support is con' -

corned.

2,

A few of the states have taken.a step toward evaluative data in their

MISS by collecting unit level data. This mean enrollment data by individual

student characteristics,such.as age, 'sex; handi apped or disadvantaged,.'
ethnic minority, occupational program, grade love , institution, and name and

Alo
address.' Systems with unit data are always auto ed, since the. quantities

of data to be sorted and retrieved are too great manual handling. A

number of statsfrhave unit data follow-up systems, some of which can matth

enrollment with follow-up results. The sophistication of the automated systems
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het' advanced rapidly with the result that ttie po
greater than their actual utilization.

ntaal for their use is

Utilization 9f the data tech9plogy-has been enouraged"through-vocational
.education research and development funds'at both the state and federaj'levels.
The field as_a.whole hassome distance to hpfore-highly useful evaluative
data can be expected from th'e state systeftS Starr ( -1975) comments that:

A review of the literature on h developments in management infor-
mation,systems for vocational education' indicate that, to 'a consid-
Orable extent,. many SDVE's contileto OperaT with Second and-

_

third generation systems. In gpc ''systems'a difproportionate,detree
Of emphasis continues to be.placed;on theAUest for the impossible
dream that ofi.dentifyinji,the allusive; simple, common core of
unchanging da eleMents which carObe supplied with minimum effort
by the:localschooi ,sources, and which will provide users with the
maximum. data needed for decision making with regard to policy
formulation, operations and control for accountahility'purposes..
What is required is a fourth-generation system. (pp. 2-3).

eStarr, Blaek, and Gray 1977) have stated that "only five states were found.
to have MISs that had a combination of very good data bas data processing,'
and report generating capabilities" (p. l.t In an overall assessment, they
found:

It is apparent that the state MISs studied were neither compre-
hensive nod adequate within the framework of the standards set
by the project. The only 'ival strength was in hardware support.
The use of at- least a meditm-size computer in 81% of the states
indicates that availability of computer` acilities is not a
serious proplewCthough poor service and lack of ready access was
often found' to be a constraint in their use. Even in states which
do not use computers, there-were usually computers available which
could he aged. ,,The'operating components were, on the average,
quite inadequate with only '28% of-states having at least near-
:adequate data output, 19% having'adequatedata'processing and 13%
having at least neAr-qdequato data, bases. Support .components

we.realmo t nonexiste,nt:- No , s hade-ven near-adequafe do u-
mt,ntation or assessment, And on had-at least nearadequa
.traIning. (p.

The major reason for the existence o state MISs- to produce statistical
reports each year for the federal gov rnment, which in turn are the input for
an annual.Statistical.document prepa_ed-byt.he U.S. Office of Education. As

A source of evaluative data, this do- -ent, serves-an.elementary purpose, but
has nevet'beenwidely used for program planning, 'management, or even legis-
lative action. It is compliance oriented and,suffers from laCk of interpre-
tation while containing uneven and nonstandard data.- A parallel set. of
documents containing evaluative data are state descriptive reports, and these
are often usef0 for detail. They clonot serve:As objective indicators of
program accomplishment, but as illustrative material 'for. the- statistical

5



reports.. Jh'1979', under the 1976 Legislation, annual. state evaluation repo
will be '.required 4hiNch are-expected to beimportantsources of.evaluative ,

data. Their reliabillty, credibility, and utirity:are still unknown; and
they will be rj.gorously scrutinized.'

_ ..,,,

Other sources- of existing evaluative data for, vocational educators. are 1

reports of State Advisory. Councils for Vocational Education (SACYEs) and the

i
Nati nal Advisory Council for7Vocational Education (NACVE). Project Baseline
was .product of NACVE, since the Congressional mandate under which it was
carried out gave the tesponsibility_to the National. Council. The SACVI
reports, and an annual NACVE summary of those report's ,are of mixed.quality.
For thq most part the SACVEs have -not conducted evaluation studies, relying
instead on observation and the exaMination Of available evaluative data,
including state descriptive and statistical reports. Under the 1976 legisla-
tion their evajuativ responsibilities are more specific, but their sources
of data are still largely limited tawhat they can obtain from the agencies

,

)
whose performance they are evaluating.

.

This may change with;the implementation-of-a new national vocational e4uca-
tion data system (VEDS), also mandated by the 1976 legislation under the ,

responsibil4ty of the-National Center for EdueafidnaLStatistics (NCES). The
promise of vs is unlimiteic its fulfillment dependent on the willingness of
Co_gress andithe states to provide funds:-for development,and 'en the willing-
nos pf agencies and individuals to establish a major neW cooperative enter-
prise-. Slow but definite progress ha'S been made, and the prognosis is
guardedly hopeful. The most seripus problemifaced by both the states and
NCES is inadequate funding from Congress.

Finally, a potential source of evaluative detaAn_ another product of-the
1976 legikolation is fhd National Occupational' Infor ion Coordinating
Commitffle (NOICC) and-a similar committee (SOICC) in ach of the states. As
Yet, NOICC and the SOICCs have- no clear legislative direction in.reaching
their objectives. They are slowly getting organized, andwhlie ideally they
could bring. about the interchange. of data among several federally. supported
training systems, (vocational education, CETA, vocational rehabilitation, and
apprenticeship), there is no indication yet that they will do much more than'
tla-observe and advise. ,

SUMMARY
4

A number of co ions must be met before evaluative data can be used. TA
first of these is availability, which means the data must reach those-who are
in positions to use them, The second is, reliability. The third condition is
credibility, often related to bu-not the same as reliabili -ty. Data may be
reliable, but.ifthey are ndt trusted they will notsbe used: Utility is a
fourth condition, and one that researchers and information, specialists often
neglect. If reliable, credible data are made available in a form not clearly
grasped or understood by vocational eddcators, their use is severely
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rest r I

( to he used --they.'aye inconssixstent'wt h legal requirements -, established
policy, advisory co44ittee recommendations, and the convictions of adminisn

C and pOlicy makers.-

And ally, there Vs con_ st rtcy. Evaluativt data are not kikely

tsrtch the. he of,eva uative data by Vbcaijobal.eduCators-
mited,% c- ik'nevertheless emlirjcal evidenc*of:theit use. The 'uses

most .ofte nd are in.punii relations:activities, in -.paring.lcgislatiVe
.and budge_ vests, in :pre rng ciasS'rem material in,-7eational teachdr
edncation ourses, in preparti and in-state ana-facal planning'.

!. planning , howevfif, the use of evalua data is so vague 'and,uncertain,that
the extent and effectiveness that use m g,,ons i de rab ly short of urrent

expect t tons F-
e

Sources fAm6whiCh know ledgeabout the ?eXtent and effectiveqess of using
evaluative- data should be availabie*are: (1) the annual state-plans, ( the
planners and administrators of vocational educatiqn resources in eaih'state,
(.3) local'- school administrators,-. and .(4) the designers and perators'of state

- management information systems. Inferences can also be made about the use of
evaluative data from state and natIonal,statistics,and trend analysis over a

A.
period of 'yefrs. Congress-and probably state legislatures make extensiVe use 0
of evaluative data. .A miscelley 'Of other known uses suggests that researchers
and evaluation specialists shyuld consider the product of their efforts
Muitt-targeted rather than directed toward a limftel number of users.

Sfote management informat cp.systems which include enrollment, placement,
staff, and expenditure,data.eontain the mostbxtensivaevaluative data cur-
rently available.. A few state systems with unit data-'and analytical capability
are\goou, but most suffer trom the . elf -imposed limLtations of collecting only
.the compliance data required for annual'reports to,USOE, Even those with
automated data processing' have often failed to keep up with -the rapid develop-

-.

ment-qf computer technology. The national and state Nocational education..
lid6sory council reports are another potential source of evaluative data, but
with the exception of the NACVE's sponsorship of Project, Baseline, these-
souveg-,.usually containenly observations and data vipplied by the administra-
tive agencies". Several provis4ons of the' 1976 federal legislation are intended
to increase Nth the quality and availability of evaluatiVedata, notably the
new national Vocation Education Data SysteMVEDS).

all, researcher., evaluators; acrd adminstfators shoulj!hot wait until VETS
'and other products of the 1976, llegislation mat6rialize. A better national
data system, .state and federal evaruations. NOICC and the SOICCs, an more

stringent planning requirements may result in better -evaldIfFive-dat- , but more
interest,will have'to be shown in determining whether'such. data are-used. The
initiafive remains to- be; takO- by advisory councils, evluafion specialists',

researehers.

j



.11commendht :ans

courses ;of

1

. .

action are recommended:

The. National instFotpte of Educatidn (NIE) , the atNit is naiI ,Center for

Research-in Vocational Educotidn. the US OE, Bureau of Occopafioual 'and
Ado I, t Education MAE), and the Ntate.Resoarch Coordinating Units IRMO'
should make the use of evaluative data Wrecogotzed tilKearch,pt
This shOuld,he ivon high prOritY'at 1 until a body oft:
nowtedge is.establi'Mted.

(- . , ,

valuation specialist's should extend their-professional epertise and .

-xperience te'includb!the use Of evaluative data,.ci-cumstances affecting
that use: anciiiiS extent and
1 . .

1 ,.

Data:'SySterts, operators .ff.c1 other pioducers of evaluative ve data should-

buildIntotheirsystems acieedback mechanism fpr.th, drial purpose of
documenting-the need for tAeir products and of evaluating the effect--
ivercest,-of..those productst

\__., e
'1 .e* -,

Advisofy-toul3cils at the federal-, state, and'ioal levels should he
to make inquiries into the uge of evaivativedatia, the 'extent of use,
and eh6- results obtained by:administrative,agenCies.

...

A national conferehce on the use of evaluative data by vocatienal
educators should wsilonsored by NIE; the National Center, BOAE, or
a combination of these anCother sponsors.totbxplbre war and means
of developing a basic knowledge of the use of evaluative data A

research model would be -a welcome outcome !of such exploration.
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